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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The nature of compositional order

Many two-component (A,B) systems crystallize Into a random solid
solution (1). In such a state the atoms occupy a more or less regular
array of lattice sites but each site can be A or B 1n a random fashion.
Then, on lowering the temperature, the system will either phase separate or
order, starting at some transition temperature Tc. The aim of these lec-
tures is to present a microscopic approach to the understanding of these
scientifically interesting and technologically Important processes.

To have a clear Idea of the basic physics we have in mind, let us
recall the salient features of both kinds of phase transformations.

In F1g. 1, we display one of the simplest phase diagrams in the book of
Hansen (1). It shows a single coexistence curve along which regions of fee
solid solution of Pd and Rh with concentration on c, coexist with macroscop-
ically large regions of concentration c,. Except at the critical point,
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FIGURE 1. Crystal structure of substitutional solid solution RhcPdt_c
alloys (left). Phase diagram of fee RhcPd,_c alloys (right).
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c = 0.5, the phase-separatton phase-transftion is first order. At c = 0.5
the transition is continuous and the full range of the associated critical
phenomena (2) should occur.

In Fig. 2, we show two well-known examples of compositional ordering.
In the case of Cuo#,Zno.,, the ordering takes place on a bcc lattice which
naturally breaks up Into two sublattices: the corners (I) and the body
centers (II).

Above the transition temperature Tc both sublattices are equally likely
to be occupied by both kinds of atoms. At Tc the concentration of the
copper atoms on sublattice I, cj, suddenly becomes different from that on
sublattice II, cjj. Evidently, when this happens the translational 1nva-
riance on the lattice, I.e., a symmetry of the high-temperature phase, is
broken. The order parameter of the phase transition Is

rj(T) = (1)

It fs zero above Tc and increases from 0 to 1 as T decreases to T = 0
following the trajectory depicted in Fig. 2a. Thus, in this Instance, the
ordering transition is continuous.

III.Cu

IV.Cu I.Au

o
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u
K

FIGURE 2. The crystal structure and the order parameter n(T) for
(a) Cu O a lZn, t i and (b) Cuo.7«Auo.,, alloys.
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Another famous ordering process takes place 1n the CucAu,_c system (1),
near c = 0.75, on an fee lattice. This can be thought of as four Inter-
penetrating simple cubic sublattices starting at the points labeled by
1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. At the transition temperature the con-
centration of copper on the sublattice forming the corners of the picture
shown, cj, becomes less than that on the other three sublattices
CII = CIII = CIV« Tne order parameter, n. Is again CJ-CJI. However, as
shown in Fig. 2b, n drops to zero at Tc discontinuously. Namely, the
phase transition is first order.

To Increase the precision of our discussion let us Introduce the occu-
pation variable

-•

c ( 1 If there Is an A atom at R}t1 " l 0 if there 1s a B atom at Rj '

where R*i 1s the position vector of the 1tn site. The thermal average of
£j is the local concentration

(3)

In a homogeneous random solid solution c\ Is the same, c, for all sites.
Symmetry Is broken 1f seine subset of {Cf} Is different from the others.
This situation 1s conveniently described In the language of concentration
waves (3). _In short, one writes the deviation of ct from the average con
centration c as a linear superposition of static concentration waves

c, (4)

with wave vectors kv and amplitudes cv. Usually only a few wave vectors
are needed. For Instance, the Cu,Au (LI,) structure 1s described by

ci ' C + J n (e1kl* * + e 1 k*' * + e 1 k*' 1) . (5)

where the wave vectors are kx * 2n/a(l,0,0), k, * 2n/a(0,l,0), k, >
2ir/a(0,0,l) and a 1s the lattice parameter. It can be easily ascertained
that Eq. (5) gives cj * c-Kn. and e n * c m • Cjy * c+Kn..

A fact that makes the above description particularly attractive 1s that
the concentration waves can be directly observed 1n X-ray, electron, and ,7.
neutron diffraction experiments (4). If we denote {£f}, the reciprocal 2'
lattice vectors of the underlying lattice then, 1n the solid solution, one
observes Bragg peaks at {?{}. These are called the fundamentals. When the
symmetry 1s broken and one or more concentration waves acquire a finite
amplitude, there will be some extra, superlattice spots In the diffraction
pattern at {£j + lcv}. The Intensity of the superlattice peaks measure the
amplitudes {cv}.
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In addition to the Bragg peaks, diffraction experiments can also
measure the diffuse scattering intensity distributed all through the
Brillouin zone (BZ). From the point-of-view of our present concern, this is
interesting for it contains useful information about the occupational, two-
point, correlation function

q(i.j) = <Siej> - <6i><€j> , (6)

in other words, short-range order.
In the disordered translational invariant, state q(1,j) depends only on

the coordinate difference fti-ftj and hence may be written as

. (7)
BZ

It turns out that the measured diffuse scattering intensity I(ic), where
file is the momentum transfer in the scattering process, is proportional
to q(i<) (Ref. 4).

Interestingly, for alloys with a tendency for the like elements to
cluster q(k) peaks around the fundamentals. For ordering, alloys q(k)
show peaks where the superlattice Bragg peak will be In the ordered state.

To summarize, the state of compositional order is well-described by the

wave vectors {lcv} and amplitudes {cv} of the concentration waves, which
spontaneously break the translational symmetry of the random solid solu-
tion, and the correlation function q(i,j). Moreover, these quantities can
be directly measured.

The fundamental question these lectures aim to answer is:

1.2 What drives these phase transformations?
This question may be answered on three different levels. The first is

the frankly phenomenological approach of Landau (5). The second is more
microscopic and 1s based on effective pair-potential models. The third is
the fully microscopic theory which describes the energies of various com-
positional configurations in electronic terms. We shall now outline all
three approaches to the problem.

1.2.1 The Landau theory. Landau formulated his celebrated theory of
second order (continuous) phase transition with the specific example of
ordering in metallic alloys in mind (5). His basic Ideas were elaborated
at length by Lifschitz (6), Lyubarskil (7), and more recently by
de Fontaine (8), Birman (9), and Khachaturyan (3). They consist of two
quite seperate sets of notions (9). The first set of these comprise a
group theoretic analysis of the ways the symmetry of the random solid solu-
tion may be broken and the energy cost of the symmetry breaking modulation
of the concentration (8). Explicitly, denoting the deviation of the local
concentration cj from the average c by Scj the free energy associated with
a concentration fluctuation defined by the set {&c^} is assumed to be given
by
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6F({6Ci}) = ̂  I YifsCiScj + jy I
1J • JK

1 «, (4)
+ XT I YijktScjSCjSCkSCi . (8)

4> 1jk£

Then the algebra of symmetries, namely group theory, 1s used to classify

the symmetry allowed values of the coefficients, Yji , Y|ik» etc. They
are assumed to be functions of the state variables such as temperature and.
pressure and are properties of the high-temperature symmetric phase.

The second set of notions refer to the use the above expression for 6F
can be put to. For example, in the original formulation the equilibrium
state was given by the minimum of 6F({Sc^|). Namely, the equilibrium
distribution of concentration given by {6c^} Is a solution of the Euler-
Lagrange equation

d(&F

Following this line of reasoning a second-order phase transition will
occur when the high-temperature homogeneous state, 6cj = 0 for all f,
becomes unstable to some specific distortion {6c|}. The relevant modes of

v (2)
distortions {6cj} are eigen "vectors" of the matrix Yij :

I Y{f Sc? = AvSc? . (10)
U

Evidently, the free-energy associated with a small amplitude con- '.

centration fluctuation, described by {Sc^}, Is given by 5Fv«Av£(6ci)
z. Thus

1 :_
a fluctuation {&c\} for which the eigenvalue Av < 0 lowers the free energy.
In short, the homogeneous state becomes unstable when the lowest eigenvalue
Ao becomes zero and therefore the transition temperature T c 1s given by
AO(TC) = 0.

The basis of the concentration wave approach of Khachaturyan (3) to
(2)

compositional fluctuations Is the observation that for Yij which depends i^

only on the coordinate difference ftj - ^ between the positions of the 1th.-;

and the Jtn site the eigenvectors are lattice waves: fief - e *. Then, ;
the ordered state 1s described by finite amplitude concentration waves as ••
In Eq. (4). It also follows that the eigenvalues which can be labeled by

wave vectors, ic, In the first Brillouin zone of the disordered state, are
(2)

the lattice Fourier transforms of Yij . Namely,
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Since the Instability occurs when the lowest eigenvalue goes through
zero, the ordering wave vectors {kv} are given by a set of degenerate
minima of Y^)(ic). In other words they are the solutions of the equation

h Y(2)(ic)L = 0 . (12)

A surprising feature of the above theory 1s that although nothing spe-
cific is assumed about the physical forces which give rise to the coef-

(2)
fidents Yij some discrete set of characteristic wave vectors emerge as
generic solutions of Eq. (12). In fact, as was shown in a remarkable anal-
ysis by Lifshitz (6), the Interplay of the point group and space group of
the disordered phase yields a set of Special Points, at which Y(2)(JC) 1S a
minimum, that are determined by symmetry alone.

For example, the Special Points of the fee lattice are the

(1 0 0), (0 1 0), (0 0 1)

(K K K ) , (8 K K), (K £ K), (K K £) :

04 I 0), (1 0 14), (0 K 1), & T 0), (T 0 51), ( O H ) , (13)

The Ll2 structure described by Eq. (5) 1s generated by the Special Points
(100), (010), and (001). As a further example, we note that the Special
Points of the bec lattice are

( 1 1 1 )

(14 14 0), (0 J4 14), (14 0 14), (14 55 0), (0 14 5?), (14 0 $4")

(14 14 14), (8 54 8) . (14)

and the ordered Cua.(Zn«.c superstructure Is generated by the Special Point:
' 2v/a(l,l,l) where a Is the lattice parameter.

In a way the above theory 1s spectacularly successful: the Special
"• Points generate most of the observed ordered phases and there are repre-
sentative systems corresponding to most Special Points (3,8). Even where
it seems to fall, as in the case of Incommensurate ordering, the failure is
more apparent than real. Since these processes will be of Interest later,
jwe shall now comment on them, briefly, to stress their significance.



Landau's group theoretic arguments do no preclude the possibility that

have minima other than those forced by symmetry. However, it is

asserted that if there were some ordering wave vectors (J, other than the
Special Points, they would depend on the accidental, special features of
the microscopic interactions and therefore would be extremely rare.
Moreover, the periodicities corresponding to such wave vectors would most
likely be Incommensurate with the underlying lattice. Since at the time
when the theory was developed (6) no Incommensurate alloy phases were
observed, the corresponding sector of the theory was not developed.

However, during the past two decades or so a variety of Incommensurate
phases have been discovered and the subject of their theoretical descrip-
tion has attracted considerable attention. Our current general
understanding of Incommensurate phases have been well reviewed by
Levanyuk (10). In short, they are natural outcomes of the phenomenological
Landau theory with many unexpected features (11,12).

What such phenomenoiogical considerations cannot give are suggestions
as to where the new periodicities, Incommensurate with that of the disor-
dered state, might come from. For Insight In this matter we must turn to
more microscopic theories. As we shall try to show 1n these lectures a
very general mechanism which naturally drives Incommensurate order has to
do with the size and geometry of the Fermi Surface.

1.2.2. Pair potential models* This 1s a sem1-m1croscop1c approach
which provides a more satisfactory answer to the question: "What drives
the transition?11 than the otherwise very powerful symmetry arguments above.
Nevertheless, it is based on an effective, classical Hamiltonian and
bypasses the essentially quantum mechanical nature of the electronic
binding of solids.

The basic assumption of the model Is that the configurational part of
the energy of a two-component crystalline solid may be written as a sum
over pairwise contributions:

Heff - j l [

?5 , (15)

where of] 1s the Interaction energy of an a(*A,B) atom at the site i with
B (=A,B) atom at the site j and the £i's are the occupation variables
defined previously. Although a great deal of physics has been neglected
in writing down Eq< (15) (Ref. 8), the above HamHtonian provides a very
direct and plausible answer to our question. To see this we rearrange the
terms according to the powers of the occupation variables as

Heff = " 2" E U1j€i£j ~ I U1 €1 " °

where

(2) AA BB - AB
JJ ujj + ojj - 2uij

O ) v / AB BB
i =2, («1j »ij
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.,(0) - I I v>1j • (17)

(2)
Evidently, If ujj > 0 two A atoms at sites i and J (£j = l, £< = i) have
lower energy than a pair of AB atoms (€i * 1. €j * 0) then like atoms
cluster together leading to a lower energy and hence, at low enough

(2)
temperature, to phase separation. On the other hand, for uij < 0
unlike pairs are energetically more favourable than like pairs. Clearly,

AB
this gives rise to an ordering tendency. Thus, -O"JJ being more negative

AA BB (2)
than -t>ij and -UJJ means D M < 0 and hence drives ordering processes.
The opposite case, I.e., -v\\ and -off being more negative than

AB (2)
-u^j, implies \s\\ > 0 and hence clustering.

From a technical point-of-view the problem defined by the above
Hamiltonian Is to find the grand partition function

Z(T,V,v) - I e-
pCHeff<to}> -v £ (€i - jj)] , (18)

i 1

where V 1s the volume, v 1s the chemical potential difference uA-uB and
hence the grand potential

fl - - jr in Z . (19)

Although we shall not make use of this formalism directly in these lec-fT,
•• tures, we mentioned the above details because there Is one result we shall r.
need. Allow, formally, the chemical potential difference v^ to vary from £-
:site to site In Eq. (*8). Namely, replace vXd by J,v\Z\. Then It 1s •-

straightforward to show that ft becomes the generator of the correlation J33
functions \^

|^v (20) tr

- <€,xcj> - Qd.J) - J ( g

As usual, after the various derivatives have been taken, vj Is set equal to:
the thermodynamic value of v at all sites. In what follows we shall make ,:

use of the above device repeatedly for generating the correlation functions
of the occupation variables. 7

1.2.3. The electronic theory of compositional order. In the real ;,t
world the positively charged atomic nuclei of sol Ids are held together by '''
the electron "glus" between them. This "glue" 1s a strongly Interacting /
degenerate Fermi-liquid with deeply quantum mechanical properties. ji
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Although it is tempting to attempt to apportion the electrons among the
nuclei in such a way that the resulting roughly neutral, atomic-like,
objects are only weakly, and therefore only pairwise, interacting; this
cannot, in general, be done with impunity. The resulting attractively
simple picture, which we have described in Sect. 1.2.2. will continue to
break down in unpredictable fashion. Thus, there is a strong case for
developing a theory of compositional fluctuations as well as that of
crystal structures on the basis of an electronic description of the con-
figurational energies. Obviously, this style of reasoning will provide an
explanation of ordering and clustering in terms of the corresponding, pre-
sumably favorable, changes in the electronic structure 1n the spirit of the
celebrated paragraph of Peierls1 book (13). Closer to our specific con-
cern, an example of how useful such an approach can be 1s provided by the
work of da Silva, et al. (14).

Of course, the charged Fermi-liquid of electrons in an external poten-
tial, in the present case resulting from the atomic nuclei, is not fully
understood by any means. Consequently, the following discussion will
involve many approximations.

However, the burden of the above remarks is that even a very approxi-
mate treatment of the electrons may contain qualitative features which are
central to the physics of the phenomena in question but have no counterpart
in the essentially classical and local description by effective pair poten-
tial models.

The first step towards a sensible formulation of the problem 1s to make
the adiabatic approximation. This can be safely done since the mechanism
by which an A atom can be Interchanged with a B atom Is diffusion, and it
is observed to be a very slow process compared with the fast motion of the
electrons ufermi - 10* cm/sec < "diffusion ~ 10§ cm/sec. Thus, the energy
associated with a compositional configuration, specified by a set of occu-
pation variables {g^} is the electronic grand potential Oe(T,y,fCi})- It
depends on the temperature T, because it Includes the entropy associated
with thermal fluctuations of electron hole pairs, and the electronic chemi-
cal potential \i which determines the average number of electrons N. This
latter quantity has to be carefully related to the total number of A and
B atoms, NA and NB, respectively, In such a way that the whole system is
neutral. Clearly, Qe(f€i})» where to simplify the notation we supressed the
dependence on T and u, should be regarded as an effective Hamiltonian for
the occupational degrees of freedoms. Hence, the problem at hand 1s to
study the statistical mechanics summarized by the partition function

(22)

and the free energy

0Q = - \ £nZ . (23)

Although we have arrived at a formulation which Is very close to that
encapsulated by Eqs. (18) and (19), 1t Is Important to note the difference.
Heff({£ii) In Eq. (18) 1s a simple polynomial In the occupation variables
while fle({€i})

 1n Eq. (22) 1s decidedly not. This difference reflects the
long-ranged and nonlocal nature of the Interactions between site
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occupations communicated by the electrons. Of the three different modes of
analysis described above we shall follow the last in these lectures.

Although the problems have been simplified by the adiabatic approxima-
tion, it is still too difficult to be usefully tackled head on. Note that
according to Fqs. (22) and (23) we have to solve the full many-electron
problem for each compositional configuration {^} and then the summation
over each configuration has to be carried out. To render the problem
tractable we shall make three closely related approximations, each in the
spirit of mean field theory. Therefore, we shall call the collective
results of these a first principles mean field theory. The logic of the
whole scheme will be described 1n the next section. The way it can be
implemented will be the subject of the third section. In the final section
we shall make contact with the phenomenological Landau theory and derive a
first principles version of the Cahn-H1ll1ard theories which are par-
ticularly useful for describing alloys with macroscopic inhomogeneities.

2. A FIRST PRINCIPLES MEAN-FIELD THEORY OF COMPOSITIONAL ORDER
2.1. A mean-field theory for the statistical mechanics of the concentration
fluctuations

In this subsection we assume that Oe({Ci}) is known and investigate how
it determines such physical quantities as Cj and q(1,j) defined in Eqs. (3)
and (6). Ways of calculating the relevant features of ne({€{}) by solving
the quantum mechanical problem of the many electron system in the presence
of the atomic nuclei will be dealt with in the next subsection.

The three most well-tried methods for solving classical statistical
mechanical problems like the one defined In Eqs. (22) and (23) are the mean
field approximation (2,3,8), the cluster variational method (15), and Honte
Carlo simulations (16). In its general aim the first of these 1s the most
modest and we shall follow this. We do this for three slightly different
reasons. The first Is the technical one that only for the mean field
theory can we devise a tractable scheme for a consistent treatment of the
electronic structure. The second, obviously less relevant, consideration is
that of the three, only the mean field theory can be equally reliably
implemented for short- and long-range Interactions. Thirdly, we note that,
by now, tho mean field theory has a very special and well-understood status
in statistical mechanics as the reference from which fluctuations are
reckoned. Indeed, 1t Is at this level that a microscopic theory can make
contact with the Landau theory mentioned earlier. Also, even if the mean
field theory phase diagrams have the wrong shape, as they invariably do,
they represent a first systematic step toward understanding the forces
which determine them. Hence, the mean field theory provides a useful level
at which to compare different systems. In fact such comparisons are quite
central to our material specific, nonuniversal concern which Is to answer
the question, "What drives the transitions?"

If the electronic grand potential fte({€i}) consisted of pairwise
contributions, like Heff in Eq. (16), the approximation procedure of the
mean field theory would be entirely straightforward. One would merely
replace products like £,J€J by <£i>£j and carry out the sums over all con-
figurations In Eq. (22) without further difficulty. However, because
fte((€i}) 1s n°t even a polynomial In the occupation variables, a more
complicated argument has to be deployed. One way to proceed is the con-
centration functional approach of Gyorffy and Stocks (17). Here we follow
an alternative root to the mean field theory for a general Interaction
function fte((5i})- The elegant formal device we shall use was invented by
Peirls (18), Bogulubov (19), Feynman (20), and probably others, indepen-
dently. It consists of taking a trial Hamiltonian Ho, which is a function
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of the occupation variables and depends on a number of parameters to be
determined later, and expanding ft in Eq. (23) In powers of fte - Ho. To
first order we find

ft s ft(l) = «o + <«e " Ho> . (24)

where ft0 = (l/0)inZo, with ZO = £ e"
p [ Ho(^i}) - I v ^ i - K] and , >Q

{£0 1

means averaging with respect to the probability distribution

(25)

The key to the method 1s the proof, given 1n Feynman's book (20), that
1s a variational upperbound for an arbitrary Ho, I.e.,

ft £ ft(l) . (26) %

The procedure to follow is now quite clear. We have to pick some reason- '>-„
able trial Hamilton Ian and then minimize n U ) with respect to the para- C
meters contained 1n Ho. For the minimal values of the parameters flC1) 1s a."
variational approximate to ft, ^;

As 1t turns out the mean field theory corresponds to taking Ho to be of^
the form j26

I Vi£i . (27) &ii

1 where the set {Vj} are the variational coefficients. They are determined &
H by the Euler-Lagrange equations lj3

i.5S

n To put the above theory Into a convenient form we note that 1n view of"
i Eq. 27 P({Ci>) factorizes Into a product of local probabilities Q,

(29)

where Pi(£O - e" B^ v1" v<^VCe" p^ V i" v^ + 1]. Furthermore, the average of.
^ Is given by <€j> « ĉ  * [eP(v1"vi) + I]- 1. Let us now reparametrize

i pi(Ci) 1n terms of the local concentration ĉ  In place of V^. It Is easy
j to show that
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• (30)

Since the relation between Vj and cj 1s monotonic we may change
variables in fit1) from Vi to ci and minimize with respect to c^. To find
fl(!) in terms of {c^} we recall that fl0 - <H0>0 = - TS0 where S o is the
entropy of the trial ensemble corresponding to P0{€i}) «= irPi({€i})- It
then follows that •

= kBT I [c^nq + (l - Ci)£n(l -

•<fle>o-Z V,(C1 - H ) . (31)

Thus, our new Euler-Lagrange equations are 3ftU)/9cj * 0 and hence the
equation of state 1s given by

*n — ^ - + sj^Uci}) - vi - 0 , (32)
1 " c*

where ĉ  1s our approximation to the equilibrium concentration and

(1)
S <-w%,> • (33) U

As we have mentioned In the Introduction, a theory of compositional -
order must be, at least, a theory of cj and the correlation function ~
q(1,j). To find the latter, within the above framework, we take the deriv-1
ative of Eq. (32) with respect to cj. This gives / ^

• - ( 2 )

where

(2) as{1J i
S Ĵ " (scj—^ci} • ^acjaci"^^}

Then, recalling Eq. (21), we note that dvj/acj « kgTq~l(1,j) and hence
Eq. (34) can be rearranged to read

(2)
q ( U ) - 3ct(l - cjj&tj - PCi(l - c,) I S i V q d J ) . (36)

This Is a rather general equation for q(j j) useful for studying fluc
tuations In a variety of states of long-ranged order. However, the most
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frequently_studied problem is that of correlations in the disordered state.
Then Cj = c for all / and q(i,j) depends only on the coordinate difference
$i - ftj. Under these circumstances we can take the lattice Fourier trans-
form of Eq. (36) and solve the resulting algebraic equation for q(k) to
obtain

(37)
- 3c(l - c)S(2)(k)

There are many versions of this formula in the literature. The oldest
one is due to Krivgolaz (4) and Clapp and Moss (21). These authors were
working with a pair-potential model, like the one described by Eq. (16),
and used the random-phase approximation. They arrived at Eq. (37) with

S(2)(£) replaced by the lattice Fourier transform of the interchange poten-

tial uij namely, u(2)(k). However, as was stressed by Gyorffy and
()(Z)Stocks (17), Eq. (37) Is an exact formula If S ^ Is the exact direct

(2)
correlation function (22). In the present derivation S y is the mean
field theory approximation (equivalent to the random-phase approximation)
to the direct correlation function. However, it is for an electronic
description of the interchange energy rather than an effective pair-
potential model. The first electronic theory of q(lc) in the form of
Eq. (37) was proposed by Ducastelle et al. (23,24). Apart from minor tech-
nical details their work differs from those described In these lectures
only 1n the technique of handling the electronic structure. Theirs are
non-self-cons1stent tight-binding calculations while we shall make use of
the local-density approximation within the context of density functional
theory. Also there Is a slight difference 1n the Interpretation given to

s(2)(ic). They regard it as an effective pair potential to be used in a
full statistical mechanical calculation while we prefer to view 1t as the
mean field theory approximation to the direct correlation function. The
reasons for this Interpretation will be elaborated on in the next section.
A recent discussion of these various views has been given by Turchi
et al. (25).

To summarize this section, our principal results are the equation of
state given In Eq. (32), the formula for the correlation function q(k)
given in Eq. (37), and the definitions of the direct correlation functions

s\ and s}j given 1n Eqs. (33) and (35). The main point 1s that all this
has been achieved on the basis of a fully electronic description of the
free energy associated with thermal fluctuations of the composition.
Evidently, this information is contained 1n the averaged electronic grand
potential <Qe>0 which is by construction, a function of the local con-
centrations {c^}. The task for the rest of the theory 1s to evaluate the
relevant derivatives of <fie>0.

2.2. The mean field theory for the crystal potential
We shall base our discussion of the electrons on the density functional

theory of Hohenberg and Kohn (26). In particular we shall describe the
states of the electron system using the local density approximation
(LDA) (27). Clearly, given the success of the corresponding self-consistent
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band theory 1n accounting for cohesive and structural energies of ordered
solids (28-30), a study of ordering energies on the same basis 1s called
for. As we have stressed already, our aim here 1s to provide the foun-
dation of just such analysis.

It would take us too far from the main line of our argument to recall
the formal structure of the density functional theory or to derive the LDA.
Let 1t suffice to summarize Its Implications for the problem at hand.
These are that for a fixed configuration {£j} the equilibrium charge den-

sity n(r;{£i}) 1s given by

I l l . (38)

where f(e) 1s the usual Fermi function: l/[e +^ £~^ + 1] for the Inverse
temperature 0 and electron chemical potential u, and the Kohn-Sham wave
functions %(?;{£]}) are solutions of the self-cons1stant Schrodinger
equation

{-V* + I oi(r;Cn])}tn(r) = en%(r) . (39)

Unlike in the usual applications of tf"» theory for ordered systems, here -
the potential function In each unit eel: ut(r;[n]) 1s different from that Z
1n all the others. Nevertheless, this Is only a consequence of the con- y
figuration dependence of n(r;{£i}) and ui(r;[n]) 1s the same LDA functional
of n(r;{£j}) as It 1s in the ordered case.

The above two equations, Eqs. (38) and (39), are a complete statement :
of the theory for the ground state charge density n(r;{£j}). Moreover, -
since the electronic grand potential fie 1s a unique functional of the
charge density n(r;{£i}), It Is also the LDA theory of the sought-after
quantity: Oe({€i})> To find an explicit expression for fie({£i})

 one

merely has to integrate the Maxwell relation

(40)

where the average number of electrons 1s given by

• (41)

Thus, to find <fte>0 of Eqs. (33) and (34), we must solve Eq. (39) self-
consistantly, using the LDA for the crystal potential, for each con-
figuration {£1}, evaluate the corresponding grand potential fte({4i}) and
average the result with respect to the product distribution given in
Eq. (29). Clearly, this Is an impossible task which must be simplified if
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the theory is to be of practical use. The purpose of this section is to
introduce such a simplification 1n the spirit of the mean field theory.

The way to make progress is not very difficult to see: when con-
sidering the site at fy we should neglect the fluctuations at the other
sites. Namely, in evaluating ui{r;[n(r;{€i})]} we should replace all £j

by their thermal averages cj:

j (42)

More explicitly,

A ff ^ M • (43)

To highlight the physical meaning of this approximation, we note that in
the disordered state, where most calculations to date have been carried
out, cj • c for all / and hence all the potential wells on the A or B sites
are described by the same potential functions GA(r) or uB(f), respectively.
In other words the fluctuations In the environment have been neglected.
This Is fully consistant with our guiding spirit of the mean field approxi-
mation.

When Eq. (43) 1s used 1n Eq. (39) the problem of self-consistant solu-
tion Is still Intractable. However, the mean-field-like approximation in
the previous paragraph suggests another. In short, we may interchange the
process of self-consistancy and averaging and demand self-consistancy only "
on the average.

This very fruitful Idea was first proposed and implemented by Stocks
and Winter (31). To put It Into explicit form consider the equation for
the Greens function of Eq. (39)

[e + V* + I ut(r - ^)]G(r,r';c) - 6(r - r') , (44)
1

where • '

S ? & ^ ^ , (45)

and, for simplicity, we denoted the full dependence of uA and oB defined in
Eq. (43), on {cj} by the suffixes /.

- Let us now assume that for a fixed set of potential wells we can solve
for various averages of the solution to Eq. (44), G(r,r';€;{£,j}), with
respect to the distribution defined In Eq. (29). Clearly, If there is an a
(A or B) type of atom at the site / the configurationally average charge
density 1s given by

«»i(r - fti) « - J / deneJInKGoVrje;^});^ , (46)
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where a = A or B and the partial average <G>jf0( denotes the average of
G over all members of the compositional ensemble which have an a-type atom

at ft}. It should be stressed that these partially averaged charge den-
sities are defined in such a way that the fully averaged charge density is

(r - ft}) = cjnftr - ft,) + (1 - C } ) n V - ft}) . (47)

It is now fairly straightforward to say what 1s meant by a theory which
is self-consistent on the average. Since \y\(r - ft}) depends only on the
charge density 1n the unit cell centered on ft, and the average charge den-
sity elsewhere, at the end of the above calculations we can use n}(r -ft}),
n"i(r - fti), and fi}(r - ft}) to recalculate o*(r - ft}) and o?(r - ft}). With
these new values of u} and u} one can, at least in principle, return to
Eq. (44) and start the whole process over again. This Iteration procedure
must be continued until the output potentials are the same as the input
potentials within some preset limit, i.e., until convergence in the charge
density is obtained. This scheme Is depicted In Fig. 3.

^ ^ ^ ^ T« rfl.

uold* '

-B ,-».

\^oid^ry

Im<G(r,r;€)> iA

Im<G(r,r;e)>1B

j r o n e w > « - - » - * - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

t

"* Urn)

Unew^r'

- B / - •»

\^neJy

FIGURE 3. The density-functional scheme for self-conststency on the
average as implemented In SCF-fCfCR-CPA calculations.

To summarize, Eq. (43), together with the above self-consistency proce-
dure, constitute our mean field theory for the crystal potential. Of
course, the theory 1s Incomplete until a method for calculating the partial
averages <G>}fA and <G>} g are given. We shall provide the appropriate
recipes 1n the next section.

2.3. The mean field theory for the disorder scattering of electrons - the"
KKR-CPA

Finally, In this section we complete the theory of <fte>0 by specifying
an approximation scheme for calculating <G(?,r';e;{£i}>o starting with
Eqs. (44) and (45). The method 1s based on a multiple scattering version
of the Korringa (32), Kohn, and Rostoker (33) (KKR) method of band theory
and the coherent-potential approximation (CPA) Idea (34,35). The combina-
tion of these two techniques Is the only reliable first principles method
for dealing with the electronic structure of disordered systems. It is
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called the KKR-CPA. Over the past decade or so it has been reviewed
several times at length (31,36-38), and therefore we shall give only the
bare outline of the argument here.

Nevertheless, before entering into a technical description of the
KKR-CPA, a general remark concerning the CPA is in order. As is emphasized
in Ref. 33, it is a very general idea for describing elementary excitations
in disordered solids, and it has proved to be remarkably reliable in a
variety of circumstances. Significantly, from the point of view of our
present concern, it is sometimes referred to as the mean-field theory of
disorder. Although it might sound strange to talk about a mean-field
approximation in the present context, which Is so different from statisti-
cal mechanics where the term originates, 1t Is, nevertheless, a legitimate
use of the phrase because for many models the CPA can be shown to be exact
in the limit where the number of nearest-neighbors go to infinity (39). It
is this mean-field-Uke feature which makes the CPA ideally suited as an
approximation scheme for calculating <fle>0- In fact, we believe that this
is the only approach which is consistent with the rest of the theory.

As we have already indicated, the KKR-CPA consist of two main parts.
Firstly, it 1s a multiple scattering theory. It 1s this feature which
enables the method to treat the crystal potential from first principles.
Secondly, it is a way of accounting for the effects of disorderly arrange-
ment of sites. We begin our discussion by focusing on the first part.

The multiple scattering approach to solving Schrodinger equations, like
that in Eq. (44), is most powerful when the scattering centers are
described by nonoverlapping potential wells separated by regions, however
small, of a constant, interstitial, potential. Band theory calculations
based on the density functional theory and LDA often assume that the
crystal potential 1s of this form and maintain this constraint during the
self-consistency Iterations. For metals this procedure appears to work
very well, and in what follows we shall adopt It without further ado.
Moreover, we shall assume that each potential well 1s spherically sym-
metric. Thus, uj(r -ftf) 1n Eq. (44) depends only on the magnitude |r - R*-j|
and only out to the radius of the Inscribed sphere of the 1*n unit cell,
I.e., the muffin-tin radius, r^T* Between the cell boundary and the
muffin-tin sphere, the potential 1s taken to be a constant, V ^ T Z . which is
assumed to be the same over the whole crystal.

The essence of multiple scattering theory Is that one solves all the
relevant single scattering problems first and then combines the results to
find the energy eigenstates In the presence of many scatterers. When the
scattering centers are not overlapping, as in the present case, it Is suf-
ficient to know the partial wave scattering amplitudes fi,4(e), where £ is
the asymuthal quantum number and polar quantum number m does not appear
because of spherical symmetry. As shown in Ref. 36, for example, the scat-
tering amplitudes f\ti may be written In terms of the corresponding scat-
tering phase shifts

'i.t(e) = ^ Ce 1 2 6* ( £ ) - 1 ] . (48)

For technical reasons we shall not make use of these scattering amplitudes
directly but develop the theory 1n terms of the closely related t-matrix on
the energy shel1

titL(e) = - i - f,ft(£) . (49)
ye
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where L stands for both £ and m.
The t-matrix tjtL(e) is the amplitude of the out-going spherical wave

with angular momentum L due to an incident wave to i ™ site of unit ampli-
tude in the same angular momentum channel. The multiple scattering genera-
lization of t\ L(C) is the scattering-path t-matrix x[l'(e) which Is the
amplitude of th*e outgoing wave emanating from the site / In the angular
momentum channel L if there was a unit amplitude scattering wave Incident
to the site j in the angular momentum channel L'. As 1s also shown 1n
Ref. 36, this quantity is determined by the Individual scattering matrices,
(t1,L(e)}» and tne geometrical arrangement of the scattering centers
according to the matrix equation

I,, C ^ L ( ) i A L L L L ( T l ) ] L L ( ) = 6tj6LL' , (50)

where the real space KKR structure constant GLL'(R*J - R*j;e) 1s given by

I,, 1*"rCu/h£"(/£ $\ - ̂ \)\"(hj) (51)

for / * j. The quantities CLL*, " L " and YL are tne Clebsch-Cordon
coefficient-like Gaunt numbers, outgoing wave spherical Kankel functions
and the real spherical harmonics, respectively.

Evidently, the matrix t"1 - G, where t"1 stands for t7lj6,46M - and G
+ ^ s ss as 1,L 1J LL ~

for GLL'(RJ - Rjje) Is an Infinite by Infinite matrix In both the site,
1, j. ••*, etc. and angular momentum labies, L, L', •••, etc. Because the
relevant energy bands are all within a Ry or so of V^-r; It 1s customary
to make the low energy approximation of neglecting angular momentum labels
beyond a certain imax* In our discussions l^x will be mostly two, but
occasionally the theory will have been Implemented with s^x = 3.

There are two more general remarks about the matrix t~" - G which, as
can be seen In Eq. (50), 1s the Inverse of x • *}$'» thaf are Tn order.
The first 1s the observation that the dependence on the potential functions
Is limited to the diagonal elements, and the off-diagonal elements are
purely concerned with the propagation of free particle spherical waves
between the sites, namely the geometrical arrangement of the sites. This
separation of potential dependence and geometry of scattering centers 1s a
unique feature of the multiple scattering approach to solving the
Schrddinger equation for arrays of potential wells and Is the main reason
for the fact that the CPA Idea can be readily Implemented 1n this frame-
work. The second point which may serve to orient the reader 1s that if, in
addition to the sites forming a regu]ar lattice, all the potential wells
and, therefore, all the single-site t-matr1ces are the same, the matrix t"1

- G can be diagonal!zed with respect to the site indides by taking Its

lattice Fourier transform. Indeed, by taking the lattice Fourier transform
of Eq. (50), we find, using an obvious notation, that
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- GLL'(k;e)]" (52)

A brief scrutiny of the meaning of TLi/(k;e) reveals that for the j? and e
where It diverges there is a scattered wave even 1f there 1s no Incident
wave. This means that there 1s an energy eigenstate for the system of
scatterers at that t and e. Thus to find the spectrum of eigenvalues we

must find for each 1c the e's for which the determinant ||t~x - G||

vanishes. Since we have neglected I > fl^x, \t~l - 6(k;e)| is a finite
matrix ar.d hence Its determinant can be evaluated with relative ease. In
fact, this 1s the well-known KKR method. Because of that we shall refer to
f 1 - G, whether 1n real space or 1n Fourier transform space, as the KKR
matrix. Evidently, the scattering path t-matrix X[_£' and Its lattice
Fourier transform TLi/(ic;e) are the inverses of the corresponding KKR
matrices.

Assuming that the multiple scattering theory has been solved for
xll'(e), one can calculate the Greens function G(r,?;e). For T within the

ith muffin-tin sphere and r' fs the j t n muffin-tin sphere, as shown In
Fig. 4, L

G(r,r';c) £

1 •*where the functions Z|_(n;e) are the regular solutions of the Schrodinger ..
equation 1n the 1 t h muffin-tin sphere matching smoothly to tj^Ji + n£YL
where j^ and h£ are the spherical Bessel and Hunkel functions, respec-
tively, J|_(n;e) Is a solution which Is Irregular at the origin and matches
smoothlw to J4Y|_ and, as before, Yi.(r) Is a real spherical harmonic.

The two main uses for the above Greens function are the calculations of
the local density of states

ua(|r - R MTZ

FIGURE 4. Schematic diagram of
nonoverlapping spherically sym-
metric potential wells. In the
Interstitial region the poten-
tial 1s constant.
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- — 1 / d'r Im G(r,r;e] , (54)

where the integral 1s over the 1*h unit cell and the local charge densities

ni(r) - - J / def(e)ImG("r,r;e) . (55)

Clearly, Eq. (S3) Is the relevant expression to be used in Eq. (46).
In particular

Hf(ri) = - i Im I r / def(e)CzJ'a(ri;e)Z^a(ri;e)<x^'(e)>1a

-z i 'a ( r f ;€) j j«a ( f i ;e)] , (56)

where a • A or B. Thus the purpose of our theory must be to calculate

u. i , a

Consider now the relatively simple, homogeneous case: c\ • c for all
/. Then the CPA argument runs as follows: We assume that the average lat
tice 1s described by the effective scattering amplitude tCtL(e) tn the
sense that

<TLL'(€)> « ̂ »! 1(€) , (57)

c,11
where t y / Is the solution to Eq. (50) for tit|_ « tCfi_ for all 1. More
explicitly, using Eq. (52), we find

tfr^Cc) « / d»k[tc;L(e)6LL' - CLL'tfje)]"1 . (58)
VBZ

We then study an a- (A or B) type Impurity at / In this effective lattice.
Such impurity is described by the solution of Eq. (50) for tj L(E) =
tj,c(O for all J * 1 and t1fL - ta,L(€). Namely,

[ ^ c)] , (59)
SS 22 £ IS ti

where, for simplicity of notation, we replaced the explicit angular
momentum label by matrix notation. Up to now the effective t-matrix is not
known. The CPA prescription for finding tCti_(€) 1s to require that the
average of ta»11 is equal to T 0** 1, i.e..
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cx^V(e) + (1 - c)tf,;if(€) = x[[}He) . (60)

Together Eqs. (58), (59), and (60) are the fundamental equations of the
KKR-CPA. Their solution gives tc>|Je) and, obviously, determines t

0-] 1

directly. Practical schemes for solving Eqs. (58), (59), and (60) are
discussed at length in Refs. 30, 35, and 36.

Combining the theory presented in this section with the ideas of the
previous one, we can formulate the following self-consistent scheme.
Starting with the charge densities nA(r) and fiB(f), we can calculate the
partially averaged potential functions uA(r) and oB(r) using the LDA. Then
placing these randomly on a lattice, we can solve for the partially
averaged Greens functions <G(r,r';e)>i a using the KKR-CPA. From such
Greens functions we can calculate the partially averaged charge densities

iiA(r), nB(r) and compare them with their starting values. If they disagree
at a preset level, repeat the process until convergence. The first such
self-consistent KKR-CPA calculation was performed by Stocks and
Winter (40). A variety of Interesting applications of the method are
described in their review article (31).

However, the above homogeneous self-consistent KKR-CPA is not
sufficient to solve the problem of calculating the direct correlation

functions s{ , and s}j defined 1n Eqs. (33) and (35). Fortunately, the
formal structure of the theory generalizes to the case of the inhomogeneous
randomness described by the distribution function given 1n Eqs. (29) and
(30). Clearly, for such an ensemble one should search for an effective
lattice with the CPA t-matrlx varying from site to site tc ff|_(e)« This
implies an Infinite set of CPA equations. One for each site:

fc" + (1 - cOtJ^Ce) = x^!1 . (61)

These are coupled since X£L depends on the tc>i(L(e) on every site.
Nevertheless, if they are solved the ILL* 'S will lead, via Eq. (56) and
the starting A and B potential functions, to different A and B charge den-
sities n?(r) on each site. These differences reflect the differences in
the local probabilities c, that the sites / 1s occupied by an atom of the
A species. Although one might start with the same charge density nA(r) on
all A sites and the same nB(r) on the B sites at the end of the first
Iteration all the n"(r)'s will be different and hence further iterations
will converge to an Inhomogeneous distribution of local charge densities.

The above self-consistent Inhomogeneous KKR-CPA scheme 1s the foun-
dation of our electronic theory of concentration fluctuations. However, as
It stands, 1t 1s not fully complete. We still need an explicit expression

f pa
for fl£ ({Cf}) which will be our approximation to <ne>0 1n Eq. (31). To
find such an expression we start with the appropriate version of Eq. (41).
Namely,
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, (62)
i ' v, v,

and integrate it with respect to the electron chemical potential:

nePA(Ml{Ci}) - ~/M dy'N C P /V;{c i}) . (63)
o

As shown in Ref. 41, Eq. (IV-7), this leads to

flgPA(H;{cil) - yZ - T d e l P W c O m . ) - e« Z / d'r / d'r' " j ^ " ^
i#j |r r |v.

1a vj |r - r |

(64)

CPAwhere the first two terms are the single particle contributions, ftsp , and
the rest are usually referred to as the double-counting corrections. The
averaged integrated density of states N ^ U ^ c j } ) is given by

= Me) - \

- i I C|,a I»tn||l + (t?:a-t?: c)T
C' 1 i|| , (65)

io ~ "* "* ~

where N0(e) is the free electron contribution.
Having arrived at the principal result of this section, Eq. (64), we

pause to take note of Its general features.
Clearly, the coupled equations of the inhomogeneous KKR-CPA, Eq. (61),

cannot be solved In general. The cases where 1t has been solved or is con-
ceivable that a numerical solution will be affordable are the homogeneous
limit CJ : C for all i or circumstances where the c^'s form a regular pat-
tern. Examples of the latter cases are superlattices and modulated alloys.
Recall that such patterns, as the examples also indicate, correspond to
long-range order which breaks the underlying symmetry of the lattice.
However, crucial as such solutions will be to practical applications of the
first principle's mean-field theory, they are not the main function of the
above self-consistent inhomogeneous KKR-CPA scheme. That role 1s purely
formal. The point 1s that because the scheme allows, explicitly, all the



local concentrations to be different, it facilitates the formal evaluation
of the derivatives 3fiCPA/3Cj, dlCPf</dc^dC] which determine the direct

(1) (2)
correlation functions Ŝ  and S,j . Thus, we have derived a method for
generating explicit expressions for all the direct correlation functions
(1) (2) (3)

si » sij • sijk« *'* • Moreover, once these expressions have been derived
for an arbitrary concentration configuration {cj} they can be evaluated in
all of the soluable arrangements discussed above. As will be seen pre-
sently this means that we have tractable theories for various states of
long-range order, i.e., spontaneously formed concentration waves, and fluc-
tuations about these states.

The second feature of the above general framework we wish to call
attention to is its self-consistency in the density functional sense. The
inhomogeneous CPA idea was first used by Gautier et al. (24) for more or
less the same purpose as we have done here. However, they worked with a
tight-binding model Hamiltonian description of the electrons and hence,
their scope for charge self-consistency was limited to ad hoc procedures.
The present theory is a synthesis of advances in band theory (KK.R), density
functional theory (LDA), and theory of disordered systems (CPA) at a level
where all these elements fit together In a consistent fashion. It is this
consistency which makes the present approach a fully first-principles one
in the sense that the calculations are free of parameters. We shall return
to a general discussion of the full significance of this fact toward the
end of these lectures.

To summarize Sect. II and Subsects. 1, 2, and 3, we have developed the
three principal steps which together constitute a general first principles
mean-field theory of concentration fluctuations. This theory is general in
the sense that it 1s applicable, for a fixed lattice, to arbitrary states
of long-range order. We hasten to add that the full implication of this
formal structure remains largely unexplored. In fact, all calculations to
date are studies of the disordered state only. Thus, rather than devel-
oping the theory further in general terms, In the next chapter we explore
some of its explicit consequences in the disordered state.

3. CONCENTRATION FLUCTUATIONS IN THE DISORDERED STATES
3.1 The averaged ground state energy

The simplest example where the rather elaborate framework of the pre-_
vious section can be applied Is that of a homogeneous random alloy, Cj = c
for all f at zero temperature T=0. Of course, In accordance with the third
law of thermodynamics, at T=0 such a state would not be an equilibrium
state. Nevertheless, Its configurationally averaged energy, E, is of
general interest as a reference energy for a variety of considerations. In
th1± subsection, we report on the first ab initio total energy calculation
of E for a random alloy. The particular system to be studied is CucZnt.c.

Because It 1s much easier to work at a fixed chemical potential u than
with a fixed number of electrons, we shallstudy the l-*0 limit of the
averaged grand potential fie, namely, E - uN.

It follows from Eq. (64) and the CPA equations given In Eq. (61), as
was first shown by Johnson et al. (42), that

E = I caE
J[na,n0] , (66)

a

where EJ 1s an expression of the same form as that obtained by Janak (43)
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[see Eq. (25) 1n Ref. 43] for pure metal muffin-tin and interstitial charge

densities, n(r) and n0, respectively. Thus, having Iterated the self-
consistent KKR-CPA to convergence in the partially averaged charge den-
sities na(r) (a * A,B) and the average Interstitial charge density n0 the
configurationally average total energy can be calculated with relatively .-'
modest further effort. '_

The first such calculation was carried out by Johnson et al. (42) using
the exchange correlation potential of Hedin and Lundqvist. They calculated
E for CucZnx_c_1n the a-phase at a number of lattice parameters for each
concentration c. They then determined the equilibrium lattice parameter 'a*
for which E 1s minimum. Their results for 'a' are shown in Fig. 5 as a :.-.
function of concentration. Evidently, they find an almost linear rela- -
tiohship between 'a1 and c, In good agreement with Vegard's rule (44) and .':
experiments. Given the ab 1n1t1o nature of the calculation, this agreement
may be taken as strong evidence that the self-consistent KKR-CPA Is a sound
basis on which to build a theory of compositional order.

An Important feature of the above calculation is the consistency
between the mean-fteld-like approximation of the crystal potential, name)yt
the neglecting of fluctuations In the environment when calculating the
potential function at a specified site, and the single-site nature of the
CPA way of averaging over all configurations. It Is due to this
consistency

CucZn4_c (theory)

Cuc Zn1-C (experimental)

30 40 50 60 70

CONCENTRATION OF Zn (at.%)
(1-c)

80 90 100

FIGURE 5. The calculated (solid circles) and experimentally observed (open
circles) lattice parameter as a function of the concentration c for the fee
CucZn^c alloys. .. .. '
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that the self-consistent KKR-CPA can be considered a proper, albeit
approximate, density-functional theory for disordered systems. There are
two formal consequences of Eq. (66) which are particularly significant from
this point of view (45). The first Is the fact that E 1s stationary with

respect to variations in na(r) for a = A or B, I.e.,

- i — E[n"A,n8,n"0] = o . (67)

ShV)

The second 1s that E may be uniquely broken up Into a kinetic energy T and
potential energy, U, contributions and, as shown In Ref. 45

^ 0[n,HB,no] = u«(r) . (68)
Sna(r)

It should be stressed that even though the order of charge self-consistency7

and averaging have been Interchanged, the theory preserved these relations
of the density functional theory because of the variational character of
the CPA and the choice of the partially averaged local potentials. —

3.2. Equation of state• Equa
It folHows from Eqs. (32), (33), and the discussion in Sect. 2.1. that

in the disordered state the equation of state Is given by

kBT £n —£— + Sd)(c) - v •= 0 , (69)
1 - c

_iwhere the local molecular field contribution to the chemical potential Is
i given by

m
S(D(c) . SJ1;| . (70) r-

I
Evidently, the finite temperature version of the homogeneous CPA 1n the

'.; previous section would not provide sufficient Information to calculate the
j derivative with respect to cj In Eq. (70). For this we must return to the
i inhomogeneous KKR-CPA of Sect. 2. Thus we proceed by taking the derivative
-i of Eq. (64):

CPA -

CPAwhere we collected all the double-counting corrections to fie into the
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CPAsymbol SQg . While it Is fairly straightforward to continue our
CPA

discussion retaining 60% , and it is frequently necessary in the interest
of a more straightforward presentation, we shall drop this term in what
follows.

The next step is to take the derivative of N C P A in Eq. (65) with
respect to cj. This will have two contributions: the first 1s the result:
of taking the derivative with respect to ci for fixed values of the effec-
tive t-matrices {t-jjC i(e)}, and the second Involves the derivatives of
NCPA with respect to the ti C,L(

€)' S resulting from the chain rule. One of
the striking properties of the KKR-CPA Is that the averaged Integrated den-
sity of states W*p* is stationary with respect to variations 1n all the
scattering amplitudes ti c i(e). Thus the second contributions to
RCPAf) will vanish identically and we obtain

= /def(e)[NA(c) - RB(c)] , (72)

where for a - A or B

« - Im £n||l + (ta1 - tll)xc' || (73)

and we have taken cj = c for all / after differentiating with respect to '
cj. Consequently, all the quantities are to be evaluated in the same homo-
geneous self-consistent KKR-CPA we have studied in Subsect. 3.1. The :

subscript sp on s|«' Indicates that we have Included only the single par-
ticle (sp) contributions, and we have neglected those coming from the
double-counting corrections.

The notation Na(e) for the right-hand side of Eq. (73) is designed to
suggest that the corresponding expression is closely related to the
Integrated density of states on an a-type site. This would be strictly
true 1f tc(e) corresponded to an energy Independent potential. However, ;

£5c
£5the effective scattering matrix tCfi(e) corresponds to a potential function

which is energy dependent, and therefore, the energy derivative of NA(e)
and NB(e) defined in Eq. (73) Is not the densities of states nA(e) and
nB(e) defined by

- I / dJr Im<G(r,r;e)>^5 . (74)
vi

In spite of this ambiguity 1t 1s useful to regard NA(e) and NB(e) as
integrated densities of states on A and B sites because then we can .;
Interpret the "molecular field" contribution to the local chemical potential
Sip (c) in Eq. (72) as the difference between the local grand potential on
an A site, fift*. and on a B site, SQ°. This Is a simple and physically very
appealing consequence of our theory.

To summarize, we may determine the equilibrium concentration at a given
temperature and chemical potential by sol vine Eq. (69) using s(l)(c)
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calculated at a sequence of concentrations using the homogeneous, self-
consistent KKR-CPA. A schematic construction of the graphical solution is
shown in Fig. 6. Clearly when SU)(c) 1s a decreasing function of concen-
tration a van der Waals loop can develop. It signals a phase separation
transition for which the coexistence curve 1s given by the usual Maxwell
construction.

Although, as yet, no system has been analysed using the above theory,
the coexistence curve of the PdcRhx.c system has been calculated by an
equivalent procedure using self-consistent KKR-CPA calculations (46). The
results are shown 1n Fig. 7. Further details about this calculation will
be provided 1n the next section. Here we merely wish to note that for this
simple system we appear to have an even quantitatively adequate theory.

Clearly, Eq. (69) can be formally Integrated with respect to c and we
obtain for the grand potential per unit cell

n fl(v) « kBT[c£nc + (1 - c)£n(l - c) + fte (
c) - vc • (75)

where fig 1s to be calculated using a homogeneous self-consistent KKR-CPA.
In fact, this latter computation would be just the finite temperature ver-
sion of the average total energy calculation In the previous section. The
temperature dependence of n^Afc) would come, principally, from the entropy_
associated with the production of electron-hole pairs by thermal fluc-

tuations. Note that Eq. (75)
might be thought of as a sen-
sible alternative to Eq. (69),
and hence, as the starting
point for point for studying
the equilibrium state.

Before drawing this section
to a close it should be noted

that the calculation of %\ in
various ordered states 1s a
fairly straightforward genera- _
Iization of those discussed _
above. As we have mentioned
earlier such ordered states may
be described by dividing up the
basic lattice of all sites,
fully Invariant under lattice
translations In the disordered
state, Into a finite set of
sublattices with the con-
centration variable cj being
the same on all sites of a "
given sublattice but varying
from sublattice to sublattice. -
Under these circumstances the
basic CPA condition, Eq. (60),

g

-10

FIGURE 6. The chemical potential dif-
ference v • u A - u"* (solid line) versus
concentration c for a generic phase
Jseparating binary alloys. The dotted
line gives the concentration from SI1/
and the dashed line that from the
entropy. The actual data 1s that for
RhOfiPdo., at a temperature of 1200 K
obtained during the phase diagram
calculation of Fig. 7.

generalizes to a finite set of
coupled equations, one for each
crystallographically different
site. The arguments leading to
the charge self-consistency
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FIGURE 7. The phase boundary for
RhcPdx_c alloy as calculated by the
first-principles KKR-CPA scheme (solid
line), the calculated spinodal
(triangles), and the experimentally
determined coexistence line (dots with
error bars). The experimental data is
taken from J. E. Shield and R. K.
Williams, Scripta Met. 21, 1475 (1987).

procedure and the formula for
(1)

Si , Eq. (70), also generali-
zes without any difficulty.
Clearly, the equation of state
will be a set of coupled
equations for the sublattice
concentrations q , each of the
form given in Eq. (32). The
solutions of these will then
give the mean-field theory pre-
diction for the order parame-
ters, cj - cj', of which there
may be several. Unlike Landau
theories which are designed to
work near the transition tem-
perature Tc, the above calcula-
tions would yield the order
parameters all the way to T=0.
Moreover, together with the
prescription of the Maxwell
construction, the theory is
equally applicable to first-
and second-order phase transi-
tions.

Unfortunately, as yet, no
such full-blooded calculation
of compositional order parame-
ters has been performed.
However, the time is ripe. The
first multiple sublattice L

KKR-CPA calculations were
reported by Pindor et al. (47).

Since then a number of other workers (48) have also solved problems using
that framework. Making these calculations self-consistent and pursuing

them to the point where S^ , and therefore the order parameters are also
calculated, is likely to be one of the more profitable fields 1n the first
principles studies of energetics in solids.

3.3. The direct correlation functions
Using Eqs. (35) and (71), we may write the single particle contribution

to the direct correlation function as

-f NCPAC€;Cc1})3 (75)

The first of the two derivatives in the above relations can be taken 1n the
(1)same way as In the case of calculating Sj In the previous subsection.

This step leads to

-»?(«>] . (76)
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where the partially averaged "Integrated density of states," Nf(e), are
given by Eq. (73) with the suffix / and hence, the dependence on the whole
inhomogeneous concentration field {c\} restored 1n a self-evident fashion.

(1)When calculating Sj 1n the disordered state, the q = c¥{ limit was
taken after a formal expression was derived for the first derivative
3/9cfNCPA(e;{ci}). Here we retain the dependence of N?(e) on { q } and
proceed to derive a forma^ expression for Its derivative with respect to
CjVj before the limit cj=c¥} is taken.

With the help of the fully Inhomogeneous version of Eq. (73), we find

gfy CN?(e) - N?(e)] = I]-
a t " 1 :'•

" w Im J trK£i.A - Ji.B)^'11)-1^*1^-^)^.*!] (77) ;

where "tr" denotes trace over the angular momentum Indicies and r

£i,«(O • CJ + (Jilo " |i!c)|c'11] • (78) £

Let us denote the new quantity >J- t^c(e) by

LL- ( € ) = sir c'l'c^-usccii)]. (79)

Evidently, 1t Is a response function which gives the change 1n t^*c at
due to a change in the concentration cj at $j, I.e.,

i;6ti;c.LL'(e) = I A^'(e)«cj . (80)

, One may derive a Bethe-Saltpeter-Hke equation for this response func
jtion by taking derivatives of the basic Inhomogeneous CPA equation given 1
-Eq. (61). After some lengthy but straightforward algebra we find

ti.HU*) - £ l^ ILfLt;L,u(OAffU(e) . (81)
where

2 CS'A(t?
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and the vertex part

lLfl2;L,L%(e) *

X . tgi,A(ti,A " t?,c)YLlL"(t?,B

with (82)

X

These equations describe the response function A1J(e), and therefore,
(2) a

the direct correlation function S<fj In an arbitrary Inhomogeneous com-
positional state specified by {cj}. As planned, we shall now focus on the
disordered state Cj = c¥j where actual calculations become feasible.

0*11
In the disordered state tiY'r1 becomes Independent of / and J.

Moreover, t|;'q| and hence X|_*LaLsL% depend only on the coordinate dif-
ference Rf - R£. under these circumstances we may take the lattice Fourier
transform of Eq. (81). The result 1s a finite matrix equation (because the
angular momentum cut off at £ * *max) at each *-po1nt of the BrUlouin zone
and at each energy e:

L,L,

_ DA.LL(«>[tA!L<«> - tg

(83)

iL.L.jL.utfiO - DA,LXL

BZ

To solve these 1s now a matter of matrix algebra at each ? and e point. H
With these results we may now return to Eq. (77), In the disordered ','

(2)
state, Sij 1s diagonal In reciprocal space. Indeed we find ~

Sjp}(l?) - I Im /def(e) I _ DA,LL(tA;L - tB,

(84)
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which is the principle result of this section. Of ourse, as indicated by
the subscript sp, this 1s only the single-particle contribution to 2){k).
Contributions from the double-counting correction, a/Sc^ 2/3CJ (Sfl'e'v), can
be important and will have similar form to s(2)(£) but will not be dealt
with here.

What has been achieved may be summarized as follows. At the end of a
full self-cons1stant KKR-CPA calculation, 1n possession of t^ |_(£)»
tBt|_(e), and tCjL(e), we may proceed to calculate the "susceptibility

11

xL,L2LjL»(^»'
e)» see E°.« (83)« and tnen solve Eq. (83) for the response

function AL,L'(i<;e). Furthermore, we may evaluate the formula for s(z)(ic)
given in Eq. (84). Finally, using the direct correlation function s(2)(ic),
so obtained, we determine the sought-after-correlation function q(Ic) by
evaluating the right-hand side of Eq. (37). By now a number of such calcu-
lations have been performed for various systems (49). In the next section
we review the particularly Interesting example of studies of ordering in
the CucPdi_c system.

4. FERMI SURFACE DRIVEN INCOMMENSURATE ORDERING
As we have mentioned In the Introduction, the diffuse scattering inten-

sity I(£) of X-rays or electrons from a random binary alloy is proportional

to the correlation function q(ic). In fact

I(S) - (*A ~ fB)1 c(l - c)a(ic) , (85)

where fy and f$ are the scattering amplitudes of the A- and fl-type of
atoms, respectively, and a(k) is the well-known Warren-Cowley order
parameter (8) which is proportional to the correlation function: q(»c) s
c(l - c)a(ic).

If a binary alloy, on an fee lattice, near the AB, stochiometric com-
position orders Into the Llt (Cu,Au) structure below a transition tem-
perature Tc then, as a precursor lo the transition, near, but above Tc the
scattering Intensity l(t) show diffuse scattering peaks at the superlattice
Bragg peaks of the ordered state. In the case of the Ll2 structure, these
peaks are at the face centers and at the center of edges of the fee
reciprocal space unit cell as shown 1n Fig. 8. In Fig. 9 we show a
sequence of diffuse scattering electron-diffraction pictures for the
CucPdx_c system for c - 0.126, 0.250, and 0.332, respectively taken from
the work of Ohshima and Watanabe (50). Evidently, the precursor peak is
not a single spot but four spots whose relative distance changes rapidly
with concentration. There 1s a large class of alloys which behave In this '
interesting manner (11). They have attracted considerable attention for
some thirty years. In particular, It was noted by Sato and Toth (11) that
the distance of the four spots from the face center, where the peak would
be in a normal LI, ordering process, 1s proportional to the electron per
atom ratio e/a. In Fig. 10 we display their compilation of the relevant
date. Furthermore, it was suggested by Moss (51) that e/a influences
m through Its effect on the geometry of the Fermi surface. However, the
nature of the relevant Fermi surface and the precise mechanism by which it
determined m remains obscure. In what follows we give a full microscopic
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FIGURE 8. The large solid circles
are the Bragg spots for the bcc
reciprocal space corresponding to a
fee real-space lattice. The small
open circles are the positions of
the diffuse scattering maxima as the
ordering transition into the
LI2 structure is approached from the
high-temperature side.

FIGURE 9. Electron diffraction patterns from various Cu cPdi_ c alloys taken
from the work of Oshima and Watanabe.

account of this phenomena using the theory developed in these lectures.
The results presented here will bring up to date the arguments first pre-
sented by Gyorffy and Stocks (17).

The Ll2 superlattice points are Lifshitz special points in the sense of
our introduction. Conventionally, they correspond to ordering by spon-
taneous appearance of concentration waves with wave vectors d = 100,
0° = 010, and Q? = 001. From the point-of-view of our present concern, it
is more useful to regard the same concentration wave pattern as due to the
equivalent three waves of wave vectors Oi = 110, Oj = 101, and Qj = Oil.
The way these produce the same pattern of superlattice spots are
illustrated in Fig. 8. Evidently, in view of Eq. (85), the relation

c(l - c)a(k) = q(k), and Eq. (37) to explain the experimental occurrence of
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FIGURE 10. The deviation
from the LI, commensurate
wave of the modulation vec-
tors of various Incommen-
surately ordering systems.
The data was compiled by
Sato and Toth. The quantity
(1/2M) defined by Sato and
Toth and used 1n this figure
1s the same as the quantity
m defined 1n the text.

these diffuse scattering Intensity peaks we must look for psaks in S
along the wave vectors Qlt Q, and Q,.

To see how such structure might arise let us simplify Eq. (84) by
setting 0/\, t^1 - tjj1, Og and A equal to 1 on the grounds that the

principal $ dependence In this formula comes from the factor
' xLL;L'L"(£»e)* Then, using Eq. (84) and a Krammers-Kronig relation for
the scattering path matrices tii'(t;e) we may write that

(5)

S(2)(S) - I /de/de' lKLlLf(«'.«')I«L,L1(«' • h t ) . (86)

Next we note that the CPA approximation for the Bloch spectral function:

A(ic;e) s d'rIm<G(r

. can be similarly simplified to give

A(k\-e) - (87)

Hence, at least, schematically,

A(Jc;c')A(Jc' + $;e) .

e - e
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The Interpretation of the Bloch spectral function A(k;e) Is that 1t is
the density of states at a Ar-point. Therefore, for an ordered system

AB(ic;e) = I S(e - e £ v ) , (88)

where e* 1s the energy eigenvalue of a Bloch wave with wave vector k and
band index v. Consequently, for an ordered system

s( )(k) " l- I te- --et t ' (89)

vv k ek ,v ek + k,v

which 1s recognized as a generalized susceptibility factor.
As 1s well-known, the principle contributions to such factors comes

from ejcfv'
s close to the Fermi energy. Moreover, s(2)(k) will be

particularly large at the spanning vector $ of two parallel sheets of the
Fermi surface. The reason for this Is the vanishing of the denominator

^'.v' " £S'+*;v «t I - & Namely, e ^ v - e j . ^ - 0 If fr Is on one o f

the sheets of the Fermi surface and £' + t is on another. Evidently, the •:
larger the surface area of the parallel sheets the larger the Intensity ofr
the peak 1n S(2)(ic). -•> r

A large value of the response function at a particular Q Implies large -
response to a small stimulus and therefore 1s an Indication of an Incipient1
Instability. In physical terms, the above Instability 1s due to the re-
creation, by the stimulus (some external field), of a large number of
electron-hole pairs with wave vector # and essentially zero energy by
exciting electrons from Just below one of the Fermi surface sheets to pre-
viously empty states just above the other sheet.

This Fermi surface mechanism gives rise to a variety of celebrated
Instabilities of the metallic state. Usually, they are classified under
the headings spin-density waves (SPD) (52) and charge-density waves
(CDW) (53). We shall now add a third category to this 11st - concentration
waves (CW).

The rough outline of the argument is now clear. Although the Bloch
spectral function for an alloy describes smeared peaks In place of the
delta-function peaks of the ordered systems, these may be quite
well-defined both In t and e. In short, A(ic.e) may describe only slightly-
broadened Fermi surfaces. That this Is Indeed the case is Illustrated In
Fig. 11 where we plot A(k;ep) at the Fermi energy ep along various
directions In the Brillouin zone for a Cuo,TIPda>ac alloy. Evidently, the
Fermi surface Is quite well-defined on the scale set by Its size. Under
these conditions, 1t may be sensible to look for parallel sheets of Fermi
surfaces described by A(k,e). Indeed, our picture 1n Fig. 11 suggests that
the Fermi surface 1s pretty flat perpendicular to the r-K (110) direction.
The evolution of this flat piece of Fermi surface with concentration is
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C u 0 .75 P d 0 . 2 5

FIGURE 11. The Bloch spectral function Ae(k,eF) at the Fermi energy
ep along various directions eminating from the center of the Brillouin zone
for Cua>TSPd0.2S alloy. Note the existence of a fairly well-defined Fermi
surface!

shown in F1g. 12. Clearly, It gets flatter and fatter as the Pd con-
centration Increases from 0 to 0.4 without being smeared very much. .'_
Moreover, there Is another similar flat piece of Fermi surface centered on^_
the nearest-neighbour r-point along the (110) direction. As we shall argue
presently, these are the pairs of parallel sheets of Fermi surfaces which .-.
drive the incommensurate ordering seen in the experiments referred to in p
Fig. 9. Taking the spanning vectors $ from our calculations, we construct ~;
the expected diffuse scattering Intensity maxima contours as shown 1n 7
Fig. 13. Note that we expect peaks where the arcs from two different *TT
contributions cross. £_

Evidently, the arrangement of the predicted spots are in agreement with
experiments. Moreover, they move with Pd concentration since the Fermi ;.
surface sheets move apart as the electron per atom ratio, e/a, decreases.
This is also as found experimentally. Since the spanning vector $ is —•

FIGURE 12. The evolution of the
calculated Fermi surface of the
CucPdi_c alloys with con-
centration. The focus of interest
1s the progressively flattened .1
sheet perpendicular to the
(110)(r-K) direction.
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FIGURE 13. The lod of high-
Intensity diffuse scattering lines.
The spots form where two such lines
cross.

(000) (002)

unlikely to be commensurate with the underlying lattice, the above
mechanism provides a natural explanation of the four-way splitting of the
Ll2 superlattice spots. Moreover, the changing size of the Fermi surface
with changing c also furnishes a very natural cause for the relative
movement of the spots. In fact, on the latter score, the agreement is even
quantitative. To show this we plot the experimental and theoretical values
of in* 2ry? - 2kF(011)] as a function of the Pd concentration In Fig. 14.
Evidently, the agreement leaves little to be desired.

To summarize, random alloys with well-defined parallel sheets of Fermi
surface will be unstable to formation of concentration waves whose wave
vectors are the spanning vectors of the relevant Fermi surface sheets.

An appealing feature of the above mechanism 1s that It 1s quite robust
in the sense that It does not depend on small delicate aspects of
electronic structure. In fact, the Fermi surface of copper in the 110
direction is convex while that of palladium 1s concave. Thus, 1t is almost
inevitable that, as the first changes into the second by alloying Pd into

FIGURE 14. The calculated and
measured concentration variation in
the diffuse scattering spots separa-
tion for the CucPd,_c alloys.
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Cu, at some concentration the alloy Fermi surface will get very flat. The
only delicate question may be whether or not the Fermi surface is well
defined when it becomes flat. Indeed, as will be seen later, severe
smearing may render the Fermi surface mechanism Ineffective, Thus, we may
conclude that this mechanism may be relevant to all the compounds of Sato
and Toth (11) where the ordering wave vector varies with e/a.

Although 1t is tempting to regard the above ar& ,T>ents as conclusive,
there are good reasons for following up the detailed predictions of the

theory by actually calculating q(ic). One of these Is the caution prompted
by past experience with other would-be Fermi surface driven Instabilities
(54). In short, on various occasions appropriately oriented parallel
sheets of Fermi surfaces were found to explain an Instability, but when the
corresponding susceptibility was calculated, it showed either no structure
or only some very minor features at the spanning vectors. We shall

presently report on our calculations of q(ic) which shows that the expected
features at the spanning vectors of the Fermi surface sheets identified
above Indeed occur.

However, before doing that we wish to mention another reason for
studying q(ic) all through the Brillouin zone. It has to do with the fact
that modern diffuse scattering Intensity measurement show a fair amount of
highly reproducible detailed structure. If we are able to reproduce these
on the basis of our first principles calculations, in which all such
structures are the direct consequence of the Intricate details of the
electronic energy bands, not just states near the Fermi energy, then we
would significantly strengthen the case for believing that the present
theory captures the physical essence of the forces which drive the ordering
processes.

Having solved the self-consistant KKR-CPA equations for various
concentrations of the Cux_cPdc system at T • 0, we have evaluated the
formula for S(2)(ic) given 1n Eq. (84) for a number of temperatures. The
computationally most demanding part of this calculation was the evaluation
of the response function XLL;L'L"(k»'£)' Th*s was done by integrating
the product xii(t' ,e)xi'i"(t' + t;e) effectively over the whole Brillouin
zone along directions emanating from the r point. In our most careful
calculations we have used 136 directions in one Irreducible forty-eighth
of the BrUIouin zone. The energy Integral was performed by working at the

1 complex energy points corresponding to the Matsubara frequencies, and we
have summed over them for various temperatures. Interestingly, at T » Tc
Instead of the Fermi surface driven structure at Q, a peak at the X point,
one of the Lifshitz special points, was dominant. However, near to
(~1000 K) T * Tc the peak at Q emerged as the major feature reassuringly
fulfilling our expectations.

On calculating q(lc) we found that q(($,T) diverged at T = T s p * 950 K.
This 1s to be regarded as a spinodal temperature since the phase transition
1s expected to be first order. In fact, it 1s weakly first order experi-
mentally. Unfortunately, we have not yet managed to do a sufficiently
accurtate s(1)(c) calculation to warrant solving the equation of state,
nevertheless, it Is gratifying that this spinodal temperature is not too
far from the experimentally observed Tc * 927 K.

In Fig. 15 we show q(k,c), as calculated from Eq. (84) at c « 0.07,
0.25, and 0.40. Clearly, we find the split superlattice points as
expected. Furthermore, they move with c In good agreement with the experi-
ments. Thus, in this case, the Fermi surface mechanism dominates the
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FIGURE 15. The correla-
tion function q(k\c),
[proportional to the
diffuse scattering
intensity I(ic)], 1n the
plane containing the
reciprocal lattice
points 000, 020, 022,
and 002 as calculated
using the first-
principles mean-field
theory 1n the text for
various CucPd1_c alloys.

symmetry-induced special points. As we remarked In the Introduction this
is allowed by the Landau argument. Indeed, in agreement with it, we found
a material specific new length entering Into the problem, Q~l, which 1s not

commensurate with the underlying lattice. The peak at # dominating sym-
metry generated instabilities gives rise to an Incommensurate modulation
of the high-temperature symmetric phase at the temperature where 1t
diverges. ^

In Fig. 16 we illustrate the temperature dependence of q(k,t).
Unfortunately, there are only limited experimental data on the fading out
of the above short-range-order structure with rising temperature. Clearly,
such a study would be a useful contribution to establishing where the
theory stands on the energy scales governing the thermal fluctuations.

In conclusion, it must be stressed that the above discussion 1s
incomplete 1n two Important respects. Firstly, we have neglected the
contribution to the direct correlation function sjj' coming from the

CPA CPA
double-counting corrections 60% to the free energy 0% 1n Eq. (64).
These will play a particularly Interesting role 1n systems where charge
transfer, e.g., electronegativity, 1s a significant effect. We shall
return to a discussion of this feature of the theory in a future publica-
tion. Secondly, we have studied only a small part of the phase diagram of
the Cuj_cPdc system. Indeed, we have Investigated the Instability of the
disordered state only, leaving the nature of the incommensurate state and
how it locks Into commensurate phases at low temperatures unexamined. The
appropriate region of the phase diagram appears to display a number of
novel ordering phenomena and 1s currently under Intensive experimental
investigation (55). While 1t 1s hoped that, eventually, the above first-
principles mean-field theory may make contact with these Interesting
experimental features, for now these issues may be best addressed in the
semi-phenomenolog1cal manner Introduced in the next section.

The above remarks notwithstanding, the single particle formula for
(2)

S n , given in Eq. (84), on its own 1s a useful tool for Investigating
ordering and clustering tendencies in the random phases. We like to stress
that this is so even when the Fermi surface does not play a dominant role.
As an example, we show our calculated q(k) for the Pdo<,tRho>( alloy in
Fig. 17. Clearly, the diffuse scattering intensity peaks are centered on
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FIGURE 16. The evaluation of the correlation function q(k,T) with tem-
perature for Cuo.7iPdo.it 1n the plane defined by the reciprocal lattice

-vectors 000, 020, 022,'and 002.
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FIGURE 17. ̂ The correlation
function q(k) for
Pd,.tsRh,.Tt as calculated
using the first-principles
mean-field theory described In
the text.

- the fundamentals characteristic of the fully random alloys. Recall that
- this Implies a clustering tendency and a phase-separation at low tern- :.'.
i2J peratures. It Is gratifying to note that this 1s Indeed what happens ^
] experimentally. The relevant phase separation curve 1s shown 1n Fig. 7. ;
J Given the parameter free nature of our calculation, the above qualitative ~-
l success of the theory should be regarded as significant evidence that we <~-
~i have Identified the electronic causes of the phase separation.
-' As a final example, we now comment on the possible origin of the spec-
tacular sequences of long-period phases, discovered by van Tenderloo et ali'
1n the A1,_XT11+X system (56,57). As described In detail by Professors
van Tenderloo and Selke In their contribution to this volume, these phases;
fit Into a pattern usually associated with the axial next-nearest-neighbour

' Ising (ANNNI) model. Accordingly, It 1s argued that the sequences of '
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commensurate phases are due to competing short-range interactions (58). On
the other hand, given our experience with long-period structures in the
Cui_cPdc system, one might suspect that, again, the Fermi surface mechanism,
which can be thought of as long-range oscillatory Interaction, is involved.
To check this hypothesis we have performed a self-consistant KKR-CPA calcu-
lation for the random alloy A1O.7|T1O.21 on an fee lattice. The spectral
function at ep Is shown 1n Fig. 18. Evidently, the shape of the Fermi sur-
face 1s very much like that of pure aluminum and there are few hints of
parallel sheets. Moreover, whatever Fermi surface there Is, It 1s signifi-
cantly broadened on the scale of the BrUlouin zone. Thus, It appears
highly unlikely that this Fermi surface plays a role 1n the ordering
process.

As we have noted earlier, even when the Fermi surface mechanism 1s not
operating, Sgp'(lc) may be a good guide as to the causes of ordering. In
the hope that we may discover the short-range competing Interactions
required by the ANNNI model, we have calculated the single-particle contri-

(2)
butions to SJJ and find no Indication of the (1 K 0) special point
ordering of the DO,, structure. Moreover, calculations of the total energy
of the LI, and DO,, ordered structure (59) on the same fee lattice show
that the LI, structure 1s favored.

As a means of Investigating the matter further, Nicholson and Stocks
have repeated the above calculation for a tetragonally distorted fee lat-
tice. Dramatically, 1t 1s found that the DO,, structure 1s favored over
LI, for a c/a ratio close to that of experiment. This suggests that if we
repeat our S\y calculation on a tetragonally distorted lattice we may find
the relevant competing Interactions. Thus, we appear to have discovered an
example where lattice distortions and chemical ordering are critically
coupled. Obviously, this calls for a theory where concentration and strain
fluctuations are treated on an equal footing.

FIGURE 18. The Bloch spectral function at the Fermi energy A3(k,er), along
lines eminating from the r point In the TXWKWXT (left) and TKLUXT {right)
planes, for a fee T1A1, random alloy.

5. WAYS OF USING THE FIRST PRINCIPLES MEAN FIELD THEORY
In addition to making use of the scheme we have presented 1n the pre-

vious sections directly, we can extend Its usefulness by forging a bridge
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between it and various powerful phenomenolog leal approaches to the problem
of compositional variations 1n alloys. In what follows we shall discuss
two such bridges.

5.1. F1rst-pr1nc1ples coefficients for the Landau theory
Following Landau 1n his original paper, let us consider states for which

the local concentration cj deviates from the average c by a small amount
6cj. Then we may expand Eq. (64) about the homogeneous disordered state in
powers of the deviations {Sq}. This procedure 1s entirely analogous to
the generalized perturbation theory of Ducastelle and Gautier (23).
Comparing this expansion with the Landau theory given In Eq. (8), we find
explicit microscopic expressions for the phenomenologleal coefficients as
follows:

(2) kBT (2)
1J • " 3 + S1J

(3) kBT(2c - 1) (3)
U k ' c)' U 1IC + 1Jk

(4) kBT[l - 3c(l - c)] (4)

where the higher-order direct-correlation functions Sjj and S^j^£ are
(2)

straightforward generalization of SJJ and are given by

CPA

(4)

(2) (3)
Evidently, these microscopic coefficients Y H and Yijk depend on the

temperature concentration and the volume as 1s usually assumed in the phe-

nomenological theory. For Sjjk and S H ^ , we have not derived explicit
KKR-CPA expressions. However, although laborious, 1t is a perfectly
straightforward thing to do. As an indicator of the interesting results
that can be obtained with such a powerful first-principles Landau theory,
we mention the strong coupling charge density wave theory of Varma et al.
(60). There Important new features emerged when the analogies to the

third- and fourth-order coefficients Sjjk and Sijk£ were calculated.
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On the other hand, one may argue that s(3) and s(4) are small compared
to S( 2). This is the line taken in the generalized perturbation method
(GPM) of Ducastelle and Gautier (23). However, while within their tight-
binding model Hamiltonian framework, there appears to be evidence that the
direct correlation functions fall off rapidly with their order. Our
self-consistant density functional description of the electrons does not
allow such conclusions. Nevertheless, it may frequently be so, and it
would be very helpful if this hypothesis was tested by explicit
calculations.

Once the coefficients in Eq. (8) have been established, one may proceed
to studying the Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to minimizing
F({c.f}). In this way one may examine, for example, the domain structure of
alloys, as was done by McMillan (61) for Cu,Au, on a first-principles
basis. The theory may also be suitable for Investigating anti-phase-
boundary energies.

If for some reason the above mean-field theory proves insufficient, one
may include the fluctuations by following the Ginzburg-Landau-Wilson
prescription (62):

F = - | £nZ

/ ( i ) c 1 } ) . (92)
1

Clearly, this 1s a sensible description only when most of the contribution
to Z comes from small values of &c-(. For instance, this is the case near
second-order phase transitions. When the delta-function contribution to
all the Yij's are summed up to all orders (neglecting all the direct
correlation functions but that for n = 2 ) , this prescription becomes
equivalent to using S-jj as a pair potential in Eq. (18). Again, this Is an
uncontrolled approximation which nevertheless may be useful when s(2) is a
strong pair potential which gives rise to large concentration fluctuations,

but S(n) is small by comparison.

5.2. A first-principle Cahn-Hiliiard theory - the local concentration
approximation (LCA)

In this final section we shall develop a theory which, in contrast to
the Landau theory, 1s valid for large deviations from the average con-
centration c. Such a Cahn-Hiliiard (63) or van der Waais (64) theory will
be useful for studying surface and Interface concentation profiles, or
critical droplets of a new phase embedded in the old near-first-order
transformations, to mention but a few applications.

The key idea which allows us to make progress with the above project is
that we restrict our attention to cases where, while c\ changes a lot, it
changes slowly. Namely, the change from one site to the next will be
required to be small, but it may mount up over many lattice sites. In fact,
the theory will be good for (a) small changes, whether fast or slow, and
(b) large changes, if they are slow. These two conditions are depicted
pictorially for the concentration function c(x), defined on a continuum, in
Fig. 19. Obviously, this approximation Is well-suited for taking the con-
tinuum limit.

We begin by breaking up the free energy F({Cf}) Into contributions
from each site as follows
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>> a

FIGURE 19. Schematic
picture of compositional
fluctuations for which
the theory In the text
1s applicable.

6F({C1}) I fi({ci})
i

(93)

"where f\ Is a kind of Internal He1mhoHz free energy density which depends
on the whole concentration configuration {cj}. A completely local approxi-
mation would be if we assumed that ft depends only on the local con-
centration cj: fi({Ci}) * fi(c-j). Here we shall do better than that by
expanding ft({ci}) In the deviations Cj - cj for j * 1. Note that we are
expanding each free-energy contribution f\ about its own local concentration

f? - c t )

X (94)

This is like the gradient expansion 1n the Kohn-Sham theory of the electron
n gas.
•:, Since 6F 1s a unique function of {c1}, I.e., Independent of the chem- _
"•' ical potential, the above expansion must have the symmetry of the
^underlying lattice. Thus, as In the Landau theory, the coefficients obey
•~" symmetry rules. For Instance, for cubic systems there can be no linear
~< term in Eq. (94) and the quadratic term must have the form

12)
(ci)(cj - (95)

•3 It may be helpful If we recall that the above observation In the context of:
~j the gradient expansion of density functional theories for homogeneous
1 systems corresponds to taking the quadratic term to have the form |3n|*

where n(r) 1s the charge density, on account of rotational Invariance.
i To continue, we note that 1n £ f̂  there are two terms which are of the

form of Eq. (95): '
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fij (cO(cj - q ) * and fji (CJ)(CI - Cj)* . (96)

(2) _
We shall approximate these by fjj (c^J)(CJ - c\)* where cij = K(c\ + cj)
and fii(cij) depends only on %\ - ftj. Thus to quadratic order 1n the
local deviations:

6F = I f?(Ci) + \ I f{f (qj)(Cl - C j )
1 . (97)

Now, 1n the spirit of the previous section, we shall look for a
o (2) _

microcscopic theory for the coefficients f\(c\) and fjM (cjj). The way to
proceed 1s to Taylor expand both &F In Eq. (37) and HQ ({CJ}) and compare

CPA
coefficients. Note that the expansion of fig Is 1n powers of Sc^, not
C] - cj. That 1s why Eq. (97) also has to be expanded 1n powers of the
deviations of q from a common mean. The calculations are straightforward
and we find

f?(c)

^ J ? (98)
Consequently, according to the LCA

\ I { } - Cj) . (99)

-lit 1s useful to remark that for pair-potential models the mean-field theory
1 already has the LCA form with flCPAfc) replaced by Zuc(l - c) In case of
inearest-neighbour Interactions. However, 1n the approach we are advocating
CPA - (2)
fie (c) and Sfj are calculated from first principles and both may be quite
complicated functions of c.

Since Eq. (99) 1s only valid for slowly varying concentrations, we
- might as well take U s continuum limit. Taking Ci » c(ftj) and for a nearby
j Rj c(Rj) « c(Rj) + (ffj - R*i) • $c(Rj), 1t 1s easy to derive the following -
expression for the free energy

v*[c(r) • 5(2) . ?c(r)} , (100)

where

t RTJRIJS{J} • (101)
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This is the principal result of this section. Evidently, Eq. (100) is of
the form of the much used concentration functional of Cahn and Hilliard
(3,8,63). The only difference Is the anisotropic form of the gradient
term. Such anistropy may often be useful 1n studying problems which
Involve interaction between compositional arrangements and the orientation
of the lattice. However, when It can be neglected, Eq. (100) takes on the
more usual form

F = Fo / d'r[f(c) + E'tfcl*] ,

where

F 1 y
Fo = ~ i I

i c(l - c)
(102)

f(c)

Since f(c) and £ 0 can now be calculated using the self-consistant KKR-CPA
method, we have obtained a fully first-principles Cahn-Hiliiard theory.
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